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Abstract 
Otero, M., The joint embedding property in normal open induction, Annals of Pure and 
Applied Logic 60 (1993) 275-290. 
The models of normal open induction are those discretely ordered rings, integrally closed in 
their fraction field whose nonnegative part satisfy Peano’s induction axioms for open formulas 
in the language of ordered semirings. 
It is known that neither open induction nor the usually studied stronger fragments of 
arithmetic (where induction for quantified formulas is allowed), have the joint embedding 
property. 
We prove that normal models of open induction have the joint embedding property. 
1. Introduction 
Models of the theory Open Induction (01 for short) are those discretely 
ordered rings associated to the fragment of Peano Arithmetic based on the 
induction scheme restricted to quantifier-free formulas (see definition below). 
The theory Normal Open Znduction (NO1 for short) is the extension of 01 in 
which we require its models to be normal domains, that is, integrally closed in 
their fraction field. 
Both theories 01 and NO1 have the following algebraic characterization. This 
makes them very different from stronger fragments of arithmetic, and also makes 
the theory of real closed fields relevant to the study of both 01 and NOI. 
Theorem 1.1 (Shepherdson). Let M be a (normal) discretely ordered ring and 
RC(M) the real closure of its fraction field. Then, M is a model of (normal) open 
induction if and only if for all r E RC(M) there is an a E M such that Ir - al < 1. 
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Shepherdson used this criterion to show that 01 does not prove the normality 
axiom. He constructed a model of 01 in which the equation X2 = 2Y2 has a 
nontrivial solution. The model he constructed is decidable (see [ll]), this makes 
01 again different to stronger fragments of Peano Arithmetic as ZEl (bounded 
existential induction) which do not have decidable nonstandard models (see [13]). 
The models of the theory NO1 avoid pathologies such as having e in their 
fraction field, indeed Q is algebraically closed in them (see [3]). Hence requiring 
normality we get models of 01 whose arithmetic gets closer to that of Z (see [9] 
for a general introduction to these fragments of Peano Arithmetic). 
Van den Dries showed in [3] that Wilkie’s method (see [12]) to construct a 
model of 01 starting from a discretely ordered Z-ring (see definition below) 
extends to the normal case. 
Theorem 1.2 (Wilkie). Every (normal) discretely ordered Z-ring can be extended 
to a model of (normal) open induction. 
Our aim is to show that the theory NO1 is unique amongst the commonly 
studied fragments of Peano Arithmetic in the following sense. 
Definition. A theory T is said to have the joint embedding property (JEP for 
short) if for every two models Mi and M2 of T there exists a model M of T and 
embeddings 
MjrM (i=1,2). 
Wilkie while studying which Diophantine equations are consistent with 01, 
proved that there are systems of such equations, each one consistent with this 
theory, which are mutually inconsistent with it (see [S]). Therefore the theory 01 
does not have the joint embedding property. 
On the other hand in [8] it is proved that any fragment of Peano Arithmetic 
extending ZE; (bounded existential parameter-free induction) fails to have JEP. 
The theory ZE; extends the fragment of Peano Arithmetic canonically associated 
to NO1 (see [9]). Note that fragments of Peano Arithmetic are usually defined in 
the language of ordered semirings and the theories 01 and NO1 are defined in the 
language of ordered rings (see below). 
We shall prove the following remarkable fact. 
Theorem 1.3. The theory Normal Open Induction has the joint embedding 
property. 
Notation and conventions 
We shall denote the sets of natural, integer, rational and real numbers by F4, Z, 
Q and R respectively. The set of p-adic integers will be denoted by Z,. 
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All rings are supposed to be conmutative and with a unit 1. For a set S, S* 
denotes the set of nonzero elements of S. For a domain M, F(M) denotes its 
fraction field and U(M) the set of units of M. For an ordered domain M, RC(M) 
denotes the real closure of its fraction field in some fixed big real closed field 
containing M. 
A bold face letter such as x denotes an n-tuple (x1, . . . , x,) where IZ should be 
clear from the context or irrelevant. Also, in this case, if M is any set x E M 
denotes (xi, . . . , x,) E M”. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let 55’ denote the first-order language of ordered rings based on the symbols 0, 
1, +, -> -7 <. We shall consider the following z-theories. 
DOR: the theory of Discretely Ordered Rings. Its models are those ordered 
rings (hence characteristic zero domains) M which satisfy that for all a EM 
~(0 < a < l), that is, they have a copy of Z as a convex subring. 
ZR: the theory of discretely ordered Z-Rings. M is a model of ZR if and only if 
M is a model of DOR and for every n E N with n > 0 there exists a ring 
isomorphism from M/nM onto Z/d. 
01: Open Induction. M is a model of 01 if and only if M is a model of DOR and 
for every quantifier-free z-formula 0(x, y) 
MkV.r((8(~,0)~Vy~O(f+,y)+~(x,y+l))-tVy~O~(~,y)). 
N: the axiom of Normality. A domain M is a model of N (or normal) if and only 
if M is integrally closed in its fraction field. That is, M is normal if for every 
nEN* 
M k Vz~y (x, y # 0 A .x? + ~&-~y + . . . + znyn = O-, 3w (x = WY)). 
Note that we indeed do not need an ordered structure to define normality. 
For the above three z-theories we have their normal counterparts. They are 
related as follows. 
NO1 b NZR k NDOR. 
Using Shepherdson’s criterion is easy to prove that (Normal) Open Induction 
gives the existence of Euclidean division, so in particular we can divide by 
standard integers. This makes every model of (N)OI a model of (N)ZR. 
Because of Theorem 1.2 above and the known characterization of substructures 
of Z-rings we have the following. 
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Corollary 2.1 (Wilkie). Let M be a (normal) discretely ordered ring. Suppose that 
for each prime p there is a ring homomorphism q+, : M + &,. Then M can be 
extended to a model of (normal) open induction. 
In what follows, if we have M satisfying the assumptions of the corollary then 
Mq will denote the following domain: 
Mq = {a/n: a E M, n E N* and n ( q,(a) for each p} 
which is a model of (N)ZR. 
3. Algebraic background 
First we recall some basic properties of normal domains (see [l]). Let M be a 
domain. Malg denotes the algebraic closure of F(M) (inside some big fixed 
algebraic closed field). Mint denotes the elements of Malg which are integral over 
M, that is, they are roots of some manic polynomial with coefficients in M. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a domain. 
(1) If M is normal and x is transcendental over F(M), then M[x] is also normal. 
(2) If M is normal and S is a multiplicative subset of M (i.e. 0 4 S and S is closed 
under multiplication), then the localization of M at S 
SIM = {a/s: a EM, s ES} 
is also normal. In particular, if p is a prime ideal of M, then 
M,=S-‘M withS=M-p 
is also normal. 
(3) Let K be an algebraic extension of F(M) and r E K. Zf r EM’“’ then the 
coeficients of the minimal polynomial over F(M) belong to Mint. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on the fact we have embeddings of ordered 
fields in fields of formal power series. Here we recall the algebraic notions and 
properties we shall use later on (see also [7], and [2]). 
Definition. Let F be a field. A valuation ring V of F is a subring of F such that for 
all x E F either x E V or x-i E V. 
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a field and V a valuation ring of F. Then V is a normal local 
ring. 
Proof. To see that V is normal take x E F satisfying 
X” + rlXn--l + - ..+r,=O withr;EV (l~i~n). 
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Then x E V. For, suppose is not, by definition of V we have x-l E V, but then 
x = -(Fj + r,x-’ +. . - + r,(~-‘)~-‘), hence x E V, a contradiction. 
For the second assertion we must prove V has a unique maximal ideal. Being a 
domain it suffices to prove the set of nonunits is an ideal (then all ideals will be 
contained in it). Let A = V - U(V). Firstly, let a E A and x E V, if ax E U(V) then 
a(ux)-‘x = 1, a contradiction, hence ax EA for all x E V. Now let a, b EA* then 
a + b = a(1 + u-lb) = b(1 + ub-‘) is in A because either a-‘b or ub-’ is in V. !I! 
We write m, for V - U(V) and k,, for its residue field. 
Definition. Let F be a field. A valuation v of F is a map 
v:F*+l- 
where r is an ordered group (called the value group of v), satisfying the 
following: 
(i) v(xy) = v(x) + v(y) for all x, y E F* 
(ii) v(x +y) 2 min(v(x), v(y)) for all x, y E F* such that x + y # 0. 
We extend 21 to F by v(0) = ~0 and order r U {a} making 00 > y for all y E r, 
the + in r also extends in the obvious way. Note also that if v(x) # v(y) then 
v(x + y) = min(v(x), v(y)). 
Given a valuation ring V of F, the canonical map v : F*-, r,, where 
l$ = F*/U(V) is ordered by 
v(u) 2 v(b) a ub-’ E V, 
is clearly a valuation of F. 
Conversely, given v : F*+ r, then V = {a E F: v(u) 2 0} is a valuation ring of 
F. And the valuation obtained (as above) from V, v’ say, is equivalent to v. This 
means that there exists an isomorphism il of the ordered valued group r,, onto r 
such that v = Au’. 
Next we recall some relations between orders and valuations of a field. 
Definitions. 1. A valued field is a pair (F, v) where F is a field and v is a 
valuation on F. Associated to it we have its valuation ring V, its residue field k,, 
and its value group r,. 
Example. The fraction field of Z,, with the usual p-adic valuation is a valued 
field, Z,, is its valuation ring, ffP its residue field, and Z its value group. This in 
particular implies Z,, is normal and has a unique maximal ideal pZP, the set of 
nonunits. 
However, for the valued fields we shall work with, the characteristic of both the 
base and the residue field is zero. 
2. Let (M, <) be an ordered domain, a subring A of M is said to be convex 
(for this order) if and only if for all x, y E M if 0 c x 6 y and y E A then x E A. 
As we have said Z is a convex subring of any discretely ordered ring. 
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3. Let (F, <) be an ordered field and A a subring of F. The convex hull of A in 
F is 
CH(A, F) = {I E F: 3a E A (Ir1 -=I a)}. 
Clearly CH(A, F) is a valuation ring of F and its maximal ideal is 
m,={r~F:Va~Aa~O(~r~~l/a)}. 
4. Given an ordered field (F, <), a valuation v of F is said to be compatible 
with < if and only if 
Clearly v is compatible with < if and only if V is convex for <. 
5. A valuation ring V of a field F is said to be real if k, is real, i.e., orderable. 
Now we are ready to state the relations between orders in a valued field and its 
residue field. See [2, p. 2191 for details. 
Proposition 3.1. (i) Given F L 01 and a convex valuation ring V of F, there is a 
unique order on k, satisfying 
vx E U(V) (x + m,>Oifundonlyifx>OinF) 
(ii) Given a real valuation ring V of a field F, for every order < on k,, there is at 
least one order on F compatible with v such that the unique order on k, defined as 
in (i) coincides with <. 
Remarks. 1. It is the convexity of V that makes the order on k, (in (i)) well 
defined. And (i) implies that every convex valuation ring is real. 
2. If V in (i) is CH(Q, F) then this unique order in k, is Archimedeun, i.e., 
Vx, y E k,* 3n E N such that it IxI> (yl. 
In this case the value group G is called the group of the Archimedeun classes of F. 
We shall make special use of this value group in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
3. The above relations give us the following natural characterization of discrete 
ordered extensions: 
Let D ‘F DOR and M a domain extending D. Then there is a discrete order on 
M extending that of D if and only if there is a real valuation ring V of F(D) such 
that 
V 2 CH(Q, F(D)) and V f~ M = Z 
For, suppose first D c M L DOR, then V = CH(Q, F(M)) satisfies the above 
conditions because Z is convex in M. Conversely, let ck be an order on k,,, get < 
on F(D) as in (ii) of the Proposition, call cD the order on D, note’ that < extends 
cD for V 2 CH(Q, F(D)) so if a, b ED with 0 cD a cD b then 0 cD ulb cD 1, 
hence u/b E V, so v(u) 3 v(b) and v is compatible with <, therefore a < b in M. 
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Also 0 <a < 1 for some a E M implies a E V fl M (by compatibility again), but 
then a E Z, a contradiction. 
Now we move our attention to fields of formal power series. 
Definition. Let k be a field and (r, +) an ordered group. A formal power series 
on r over k is a map f :r-+ kf(y) = ay, such that the support of f (Suppf = 
{ y: aY # 0)) is well ordered. 
We denote f by 
f(t) = C a,tY. 
YET 
We define + and . for power series f(t) = CyEraytY and g(t) = CyErbytY on Z 
over k, in the obvious manner by 
f(t) + g(t) = C (a, + byPY 
YEJ- 
and f(t)&) = y~:r(q+Z$ya&+Y. 
In [5] it is proved that the set of formal powers series on rover k together with 
these two operations is a field (note that the well ordered support is essential to 
make - well defined). We denote it by k((f)) and identify k with kt”. 
In k((tr)) there is a natural valuation 
v(f) = min Supp f (min 0 = w). 
We write cv(f) = a, if n = v(f). Any valued field with value group Z and 
residue field k of characteristic zero can be embedded (as valued field) in k((tq), 
moreover k((ty) is a maximal valued field, i.e., it has no proper valued 
extensions with the same residue field and the same value group. The following 
well known proposition will be essential for the proof of Theorem 1.3. See [lo] 
and [5] for details. 
Proposition 3.2. (1) Let k be a RCF and Ta divisible group. Then 
k((tg) k RCF. 
(2) For any ordered field F, there are (noncanonical) order-embeddings 
F 9 R ((4) 
where r is the divisible hull of the group of Archimedean classes of F. 
Proof. (1) Let K denote k((t3). First note that K is a real field. Suppose 
CF=i f’= 0. Let q = min{v(J): i = 1, . . . , n}. And let I c (1, . . . , n} be such 
that Vj E Z v(J) = q. Then Cie, (cv(h))’ = 0. Since k is real this implies cv(h) = 0 
for all i E 1. Hence h = 0 for all i (1 G i s n) with v(J) minimal. This implies f; = 0 
(1 G i sn). 
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Let now L/K be an algebraic extension. The natural valuation v on K extends 
to a valuation U’ on L with value group r’ and residue field k’ such that the 
quotient I”/T is a torsion group and the field extension k’lk is algebraic. 
Therefore r = r’. For, if a E r’ then there is IZ E N* such that na E r, and r is 
divisible, so a E r Also since k kRCF and k’lk is algebraic either k’ = k(i) or 
k’ = k. The maximality of K implies L algebraically closed in the first case, and 
L = K in the second. This proves K k RCF. 
(2) Let V = CH(Q, F) the convex hull of Q in F and & the group of 
Archimedean classes. Let < be the unique order on k, such that 
vx E U(V) (x + m, > 0) if and only if x > 0 in F 
(see Proposition 3.1). 
For any embedding of F into kv((tG)), as valued fields, there is a unique order 
in k,,((tG)) induced by the above order on k,, namely 
f > 0 if and only if cv(f) > 0 in k,. 
Now, the compatibility of v with respect to < on F makes this embedding an 
order-embedding. On the other hand, k, is Archimedean hence a subfield of the 
reals, and r, (being torsion-free) is embeddable in its divisible hull. 
Remarks. 1. With the notation of (2) in the above proof, note that if F = F(M) 
for some DOR M, then 
v(f)<0 for allfEM-Z 
2. The only case where the embedding in (2) of Proposition 3.2 is canonical is 
when F is Archimedean, and then V = F, and r, = {0}, so F is a subfield of [w . 
4. Some facts about normal discretely ordered rings 
The domains we usually consider have 1 and -1 as their only units. To prove 
that a domain is normal is usually easier if it contains a field. The next lemma 
shows that for substructures of models of 01 suffices to prove normality for the 
Q-algebra generated by the relevant domain. 
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a discretely ordered ring and q, : M+ Zp a ring 
homomorphism for each p. Suppose that the localization of M at Z, Z-‘M, is 
normal, then Mq is also normal. 
Proof. Let x E F(M,) = F(Z-‘M) = F(M) and x is integral over Mq. And let 
f(X) =X” + a,X”-’ + . . e + a, E M,[X] 
with f(x) = 0. Now, each q,, : M --, ZP extends uniquely to Mq by 
rp,(aln) = V&r)ln E &. 
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Since Z-‘M 3 MV and the first domain is normal by hypothesis, x being integral 
over M,, must belong to Z-‘M, x = alm say, with a E M and m E N. Then 
g+(a)/m is integral over ZP and belongs to its fraction field. Now, each Z, is 
normal, hence q+,(a)/m is in Z,, for each p. Therefore, a/m E MT. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let M kNO1 and M’ kNDOR extending M. Then F(M) is algebrai- 
cally closed in F(M ‘). 
Proof. Let F = F(M), F’ = F(M’), and Falg = RC(M)[i] the algebraic closure of 
F. We have to prove that Falg fl F’ c F. 
Let a, b EM’ be such that a/b E F”lg. Then there is c EM such that 
ca/b E Mint (C (M’)i”‘). 
Since ca/b E F’ by normality calb EM’. 
On the other hand calb E Falg n F’ & RC(M) and M k 01, so there is a d in M 
with (ca/b - dJ < 1. Now, calb, d E M’ which is a DOR. Hence ca/b = d (EM), 
therefore a/b E F. 0 
Note that we do not need M to be normal, but M being a model of 01 and 
having M’ k NDOR extending it, it is forced to be normal. 
Lemma 4.3. Let M k NOI. Let M’ k NDOR extending M and let 
f I,..., fs E WW. 
Zffl,. . . , fs E F(M’) are linearly independent over F(M) then they are also linearly 
independent over F(M)“lg. 
Proof. Suppose CsEl J;q = 0 for some al, . . . , as E F(M)“lg not all zero. Take 
a E F(M)“lg such that 
F(M)(a) = F(M)(a’, . . . , %u,) 
and let h(X) E F(M)[X] be the minimum polynomial of LY over F(M). Then 
[F(M’)(a) : F(M’)] = [F(M)(a) : F(M)]. 
Because otherwise h(X) splits in F(M’)[X]. But then the coefficients of its factors 
would be in F(M’) and algebraic over F(M), hence by the previous lemma, in 
F(M), a contradiction. 
Therefore the powers of LY which form a basis of F(M)(a) as a F(M)-vector 
space also form a basis of F(M’)( ) (Y as a F(M’)-vector space. Let m be their 
dimension and let 
ffi = C gij$ 
j=O 
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with gij E F(M). NOW, 
O = i Jai = $4 $(tl gijd) = k1 (i gijJ) d. 
i=l i=l j=O j=O i=l 
Therefore for each j (0 G j G m - l), 
2 gijL = O- 
Hencef,, . . . ,fs are linearly dependent over F(M). q 
5. The joint embedding property in normal open induction 
We begin with the key lemma for the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 5.1. Let M, and M2 be two discretely ordered rings. Suppose MI is normal 
and M, fl M2 = Z. Then there is a discrete order on MI az M, and embeddings of 
ordered domains 
hi: Mi C, Ml @‘/z M2 (i = 1, 2). 
Proof. Let F1 = F(M,) and F2 = F(MJ. By Lemma 4.2, applied to Z and M,, Q is 
algebraically closed in FI. Then FI and F2 are linearly disjoint over Q, i.e., 
4 @o F2 is a domain (see [7, p. 391, Lemma 31 noting that since we are in 
characteristic zero, algebraically closed means regular). 
On the other hand 
naturally. Hence MI CSJz M2 is a domain (see [7, p. 386, Theorem 11. Also since Z 
is a Dedekind domain we can identify the rings M, and M2 with the subrings 
M, C!Jz 1 and 1 @z M2 of MI (BE M2. Therefore we can define: 
(a) for every a E MI a@l<O ifandonlyif a<OinM,; 
(b) for every b E M2 18 b < 0 if and only if b < 0 in M2. 
In the rest of this proof we shall make the following identifications: 
(1) MI with MI Bz 1 as ordered domains; 
(2) Mz with 1 BZ M2 as ordered domains; 
(3) MI CQz M2 with its image in FI BQ Fz as domains. 
Now consider the language _Y’ = .Z U C, U CZ, where C, and C2 are two new 
sets of constants for elements of MI and Mz respectively such that C, II C, = 
Z - (0, l} (as usual we are identifying the constants for elements of M, and M2 
with the elements themselves). Let Z” = 58 - {<}. 
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Consider the following sets of sentences in 3’: 
l A(Mi): Open diagram of Mi written in 3 U C, (i = 1, 2); 
l A(M, @JHM2) = {q(ci ai,bi,, . . . , Ci ai,bin): ~1 an open formula of 9” such 
that Mi @z M2 k q(C; ~i, @ bi,, . . . 7 Ci ain 8 bi,,)}; 
l OD: the set of 3’ open sentences obtained from the axioms of ordered 
domains by replacing each universal sentence V.x q(x) in 3 by the set of Z’-open 
formulas 
l D={l(O<CiUibi<l): CiUi@b;EMl@zM2}. 
Let 
T = A(M,) U A(M,) U A(M, Bz M2) U OD U D. 
Assume T is consistent. Let M’ be a model of T. Let M be the substructure of 
M’ generated by the constants. Then M k A(M, CSz M,). Hence the map 
M-M,&M, 
7 uibi H 7 ui @ bi 
is a bijection. On the other hand M k OD U D. This induces a discrete order in 
the domain M, Bz M2. Finally M k A(M,) U A(M,). Therefore there are induced 
order embeddings 
Mi-M,@zM, (i=1,2). 
Therefore to prove the lemma it suffices to prove the consistency of T. To do 
this we apply compactness. Let TJ be a finite subset of T. And let S, be 
{Ci ai 8 bj EM, Bz M2: the term Ci aibi occurs in some formula of T,} U (0). 
Claim. Let 4 be the group of Archimedeun classes of 4 for i = 1,2. Let r be the 
direct sum of 4 and r, with lexicographic inverse order. Then there are order 
embeddings 
qji:E;;+lR((tC)) c R((t?) (i = 1, 2) 
such that if 
3 : 4 @o 4.4 R W% 
I’S the induced homomorphism (i.e. q(C ui 8 bi) = C Wl(ui)Wz(bi)), then: 
(I) W is injectiue on So; 
(II) l(O < C Vl(“i)V*(bi) < l> f or every ~(0 < C uibi < 1) occurring in D n To. 
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We first prove that the Claim implies the consistency of T’,, and then we prove 
the Claim. Let S’ = {c E Mi: the constant c occurs in some formula of T,} 
(i = I, 2). Let (Vi, &) b e any pair of embeddings and r/.~ the induced homo- 
morphism. By the identifications (l), (2) and (3) above we have that 
r/Q;) k A(M;) rl To (i = 1, 2) 
with the order induced by that of lR((tq). For W(Si) = vi(P). Hence if in the rest 
of this proof we want to enlarge S, by adding a finite set of Z-sentences, which is 
already in A(M;) to A(M;) fl ‘I;,, we can always do so. 
On the other hand the sentences of A(M, Oz M2) are essentially of one of the 
following types 
2 aibi # 0 and C a;b; = 0. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose all of them are of the first type: 
(*) %;EM,, Vb;E& (1GiiZ) 
~U;~b;=O ~ 3 CEM,, mEiZandsENsuchthat 
i=l 
~m,b;=O (l~j~s) and a, = i mijcj (1 s i G I). 
j=1 
This can be proved by flatness of Mi and M2 as Z-modules (see [l, p. 451). 
Therefore we can transfer all C a;b, = 0 occurring in A(M, & M2) n 7;, to 
A(M;) fl To (i = 1, 2) adding to the latter sentences witnessing the right-hand side 
of the above equivalence. 
& is consistent. Firstly v(,!&) k A(M1 CtQz M2). For, 0 E S,, and by (I) of the Claim 
3 is injective. Also by the injectivity of q we can define an order in S, by 
c ai 69 bi > 0 in S, iff x qr,(a)&(b) > 0 in R((tq). 
Hence, v(S,) k OD tl To. 
V(&) b D n T,. 
This implies IJJ(&) k T,, 
lemma. Cl 
Also by (II) of the Claim we have 
which proves the consistency of T, and hence the 
Proof of the Claim. First note that from (*) above we get: 
(i) Vm E Z, a, c E M1 and 6 E M,, 
ifmxai@bi=cthen mIcinA4,; 
(ii) for all Cie, a, @ bi E Ml Bz M2 there is J c I and m E Z such that 
WI C Ui @ b; = 2 U; 8 bf 
I J 
where the ai (i E J) are linearly independent over Q and the bl (i E J) are Z-linear 
combinations of the b; (i E I). 
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TO see (i) note that cf=, ai @ mb; - c = 0 implies cf=i mijmbi - m,+,,j = 0 for 
all i (l~js~) and C= CJ=lml+I,icj, for some Cj E Mi and mij E Z. The first 
equality implies m ) ml+ I,j (1 s j 4 s), and then the second m 1 c. Also (ii) is clear. 
Now we obtain from S,, and q;,, two finite sets S, and T, such that: 
T,=AUB, A c A(M,) U A(M,), and Si 1 S, 
just using the following construction: 
l For each pair of elements in So, C ai @ bi f C Ci @ di, put C Ui 8 bi - C C; @ 
d, in S,. 
l For each C a$, # 0 (~(0 < C Uib, < 1) respectively) occurring in T, and each 
nonzero C Ui 8 bj of S,, first get ci linearly independent over Q such that 
C ci 8 d, = m C ui C3 b, and put this in A using (*) above. Then, 
- if all di E Z then C c;di = c is in A(M,) for some c E M,, put this and 
c = m C ai 63 b, in A, also put c f 0 (respectively mu = c and ~(0 < a < l), where 
a is obtained using (i)) in A; 
- if d, E M2 - Z’, for some i, then put C c,d, f 0 (respectively ~(0 < C Cidi < m)) 
in B. 
l Put all new elements of M, @z M2 which have been used above, in S,. 
So it is clear that any qj satisfying the following: 
(I’) if C aibj # 0 is in B then q(C Uibi) # 0, and 
(II’) if ~(0 < C aibi < m) is in B then ~(0 < I/J(C uibi) < m) 
will also satisfy (I) and (II), above. 
Existence of v. Fix any & and suppose there is no r/~i such that the induced r/~ 
satisfies (I’) and (II’). Let S, be the subset of S, formed by those elements which 
occur in B: 
‘1 
c uijC3bij: 1Cjs.s . 
i=l 
By construction, for each j, we have: 
- {“lj, . . . ) ay} linearly independent over Q; and 
- there is i E (1, . . . , lj} with lb,J >rt for each n E N. 
Let kij = cV(qz(bij)) (1 s i c lj; 1 GJ’ =S s), qij = Uz(qz(bij)) E G and vj = 
min{ vii: 1 G i 6 lj}. Without loss of generality we may suppose 1, . . . , sj (S lj) are 
the indexes with qij = vj (1 c i GS~). 
For vi any embedding 4 q R((tT1)) and each 6 = c$=, ~,(u,)~,(b,), if 
A=0 or O<&<m for somemEN 
then 
,$ kijq,(uij) = 0. 
For aij E M1 implies v,(~,(Uij)) c 0, 6, E M2 and for each j at least one b, $ z, so 
u2( Q,(b,)) 6 0 (1 c i, j 6 Sj) and qj < 0. 
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Now, l&16 m implies ~(6) > 0, hence all terms in fi with negative exponent 
must cancel, the order in ris lexicographic inverse, so 
6+11i<O for all SE&, 
hence CXI kijk,,, = 0 for each coefficient ks,, of ~,(a~~). 
Therefore we have for each embedding 
WI :RI += Wr’)), 
where RI is the subset of MI occurring in S,, there is a j with 1 <j < s, such that 
CXI kijW,(Uij) = 0. 
Let e(x) be the open formula of 2’ such that 0(a) is the conjunction of all the 
open formulas of A(M,) which occur in Y’,. 
Then, in R((t’l)), we have that for each a E M, with M, k e(a): 
and k,#O for all lsi<Sj and lsjss. 
Since MI k 13(a) if and only if lP((tT1)) k e(q(a)), we have 
with kijE[W* (lsi<sjand l<j==s). 
Let Q+, Y) be 
e(x)+ ,$, ( l$l Y&j = O). 
Then 
R((fG))k3Y [,r\y,+OhvxPI(X,Y)]. 
‘.I 
By completeness of RCF this last sentence is also true in RC(Z). 
Get k, E RC(Z)* witnessing this fact. So by model-completeness of RCF 
RC(MJ != VX r&x, k). 
Get a E M, (as above) with MI k q(u). Then there is a j with 1 c j cs such that 
i kijaij = 0 
with kij E RC(Z)*. But Ulj, . . . , Us,] are linearly independent over Q, hence by 
Lemma 4.3 (applied to the extension Z c MI) they are also linearly independent 
over W’s 2 RC(Z). This is a contradiction. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. It suffices to prove it for NZR. Let M,, M2 b NZR. 
without loss of generality we may suppose Mi n M2 = Z’, and then use Lemma 5.1 
to get a discrete order on M, Bz M2 extending those of M, and M2. 
Now, each Mi (i = 1, 2) is normal hence Z-‘M, is also normal. We have already 
seen Z-‘Ml C3aZ-‘M2 is a domain. Hence it is also normal (see [7, p. 400, 
Lemma 11). So Z-‘(Ml gH M2) is normal. On the other hand both M, and M2 are 
L-rings, hence for each p we have q$’ : Mi+ ;2,. 
Let 
be canonically induced by @’ and ~7,, , (*I for each p. Then by Lemma 4.1 we have 
(M, CQ, M& k NZR. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, (M, @H M,)q, can be embedded in a model of 
NOI. Cl 
Open question 
Related to the result above there is a natural question: 
Does NO1 have the amalgamation property? 
In the proof of the JEP we have made essential use of the fact that each model 
of normal open induction is an end extension of Z and a flat Z-module; this is 
false in general for extensions of models of NOI. 
On the other hand Wilkie’s counterexample for JEP in 01 uses the fact Q is not 
algebraically closed in the fraction field of his models. Lemma 3.2 tells us we 
cannot adapt Wilkie’s example to get the failure of amalgamation for NOI. 
Let us also note that we have amalgamation for fraction fields of models of 
NOI. 
Let F, Fl and F2 be fraction fields of three models of NO1 with Fl and F, 
extending F. Firstly, by Lemma 4.2, F is algebraically closed in F, and F,, since 
we are in characteristic zero this means both extensions are regular. Therefore we 
can take copies of Fl and F2 linearly disjoint over F. Hence, by [4, Lemma 2.51, 
there is an order in F,F2 extending the orders of Fl and F2. On the other hand the 
field extension F,F,/F is regular (see [6, p. 581). Since F/Q is also regular, we 
have F,FJQ regular, that is, Q is algebraically closed in F,F,. This implies that 
F,F, can be embedded in the fraction field of a model of NO1 (see [3]). 
P.S. We shall give a negative answer to the above question in a forthcoming 
paper. 
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